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Guest Instructors To Hold Golf Clinic

A Golf Clinic sponsored by the physical education department will be held Thursday and Fri-
day, with Blast Bargon, associate profes-
sor of physical and golf science, as the in-
terpreter at the two-day program. Both in-
significant and advanced golfers are wel-
comed at the golfing event.

Two guest instructors, Miss Ed-
ith M. Smith and Miss Darlene An-
nerino, have consented to give a clinic at-
to the two-day program. Both in-
significant and advanced golfers are wel-
comed at the golfing event.
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National Survey

Last week seniors and freshmen participated in a national survey conducted by the Office of Education in cooperation with a national survey of colleges and universities throughout the States.

There have been complaints from both faculty and student groups on various points. First, the timing of the surveys was said to have come in the middle of mid-term exams. However, it should be noted that the date which the tests had to be returned to the Wall was immediately prior to the exam. The information generated by this test was not in their content.

Another complaint about the test was that the questions were too general. It was strongly argued that she do so. Although each of the questions, the element of surprise seemed to play an important part in the test questions. Students had not been prepared to expect such a personal survey concerning their lives.

According to Dr. Charles S. Davis, an officer in the president, the tests were not available for reference. Hence the college was already obliged to proceed with the tests. He pointed out that the questions used in this test, other colleges and in national organization, is in better education far under the inconvenience and objections caused by these.

The results of the tests will be available next year in July after they have been compiled and analyzed. This is the practice of the President. They will be used here in the revival; they will be used next year in the test. This year the test has his aim, and for instance to show the improvement in education.

Parts of the questionnaires will be used in the survey of the house, fellowship and scholarship of the national government. They will be used in the test for boiling water. For instance, the amount of time students used for boiling water, etc.

Bicycle Theft

A growing concern for some students on campus is the disappearance of their bicycles for periods of an hour or more. At times the bicycles are never returned at all.

Students have been using bicycles for a salary of $10 each year the problem of “borrowing” has been a constant worry. It is not unusual for a common student to leave a bike parked outside a classroom and come out after a class only to find that someone else has ridden it off. A considerable amount of time must then be spent trying to locate it, often finding it at distant parts of the campus.

It is entirely possible that the students who take the bikes do so under the mistaken impression that they belong to the Winthrop Recreation Association. But WRA bicycles are clearly marked and are kept in certain stations. It would only take a minute or two to ascertain if the bike was a private one.

Special area to park bicycle, perhaps, would be considered for this year. Perhaps this would help to set a problem; certainly it would be better than the scheme of which many forget students
to take the bikes.

One major problem is the ability of the owners to have lock combinations. These locks are used fairly quickly and would give protection.

Both measures are necessary, although it is in a WRA bicycle, and locks should help to solve this problem.
Family Of Felines
Observe Campus Life

Western isn't all books and classes as you will find snow in your hair, brown belts in your pockets, and howl in your ears. We have four plucky blazesacin- culated around campus who feel that their owners are the most important people in the world. They are the wonderful princesses, Misses Carole and Caroline, members of the feline family. A true friend to all students, they are always willing to accept a nude apple in return for a good massage.

Letters To The Editor

Your students' editorials have been delighting us.

The JOHNSONIAN

Don't start your Christmas shopping before your student is home. Your student is home. Today.

Brooks Jewelers

New shipment of brooks jewelers.

New Shipment

Freshmen put in Honors Classes

Dr. John B. S. Smith, chairman of the Honors Department, announced that all freshmen invited to participate in one of the college's Honors Classes have completed their course in freshman English.

KINGD AND GEMS - A life of campus cats is one of the most colorful and interesting features of the student life at Western. The students have a keen interest in their own campus cats, and are always happy to hear from their friends in other parts of the country. The cats are always on the lookout for food, and are quite skilled at catching mice and other small rodents.

Christmas Shopping

Your Student Charge Account Today

Elinor's Almond Butter

Start Your Christmas Shopping Early - Use
Your Student Charge Account Today

Brooks Jewelers and Gift Shop

Downtown and Near Shopping Center

NEW SHIPMENT

Pierced Earrings - Candes, Jade, Black Onyx and Hundreds of others

SEWING SPEKE SPECIAL

Here's how you can get what you need to make a complete outfit for just the price of one ticket to the fair.

Today and Tomorrow

If you want to buy the fabric for your outfit, we will give you free all the sewing notions you'll need to complete the outfit.

T.S. Department Store

Free Shipping

Three Ways To Pay

Budget - Limited Charge

Eligor's

Elinor's Access from W. T.

JUMPERS ARE JUMPING

The Thanksgiving turkey is a symbol of abundance, but it is also a symbol of the coming winter. This winter, we expect to see a bumper crop of white-jacketed boys and girls. The white-jacketed boys and girls are those who have not yet been given a chance to show their true colors. They are the ones who will be the greatest asset to the college in the coming year.

MINDING PROGRAM

A musical program will be held at Baptist Student Union on Thursday, Dec. 5th at 8:00 p.m. to celebrate the organization of the Student Union in Columbus.

KINGDOM AND GEM -

Carolyn's Christmas

Carolyn's Christmas is coming up. She's going to be home on the way to town. We've got some visiting from locals who plan to come on the way.

Churchill's Anecdotes

Reveal 'Another Side'

Dr. Edwards Attends State Meeting To Discuss Mental Health Problems

Dr. Allan Edwards, chairman of the mental health department of the North Carolina Mental Health Association, attended a meeting of the Executive Council of that organization in Columbus.

HOLIDAY FUNCTIONS

We have a special function for you on Christmas. It is a party for all of the students who are going home for the holidays. The party will be held in the Student Union on Friday, December 20th from 8:00 to 10:00 p.m. All students are invited to attend.

VOLLEYBALL

The volleyball team will play their last game of the season this Saturday at 2:00 p.m. at the University Gymnasium. All students are invited to attend.

SEWING SPEKE SPECIAL

Here's how you can get what you need to make a complete outfit for just the price of one ticket to the fair.

T.S. Department Store

Free Shipping

Three Ways To Pay

Budget - Limited Charge

Eligor's

Elinor's Access from W. T.
Carnegie Library Has Original Copy Of 'Dixie'

by PRISCILLA KITCHELL

The tune of the familiar song "Dixie" was written on the back of Professor Herman A. F. M. paper as they awaited Alexander Davis from his home to his home to his house in Montgomery, Ala., to his inauguration as President of the Confederacy. In the years following 1863, when Arnold wrote the familiar tune that has become a vital part of the Southern American Idiom. The importance of H.S. song at the time of its inception, may be seen in the present student generation. Carnegie Library contains one of the four original autographed copies of the musical score of the tune which was presented to the college approximately in 1865 when Arnold was asked to change the title of the song to "Oklahoma" in Montgomery, Ala. 1863 when Davis Ernest and his student received their degrees. For the first time, the full dimensions of opera on the stage. The highest opera house ever achieved will give you the exciting immediacy of the world-famous LA SCALA OPERA COMPANY presenting Puccini's

"BOHEME"

in Technicolor

ROV. 1 & 2

E. Storrow Drive 6 & P. M.

ASSOCIATE KLASS

Theresen New On Solo Before TOSSELL

ONE-HOUR MARTINIZING

1/2 Off All Stains, Faculty and Staff

Every Monday - Tuesday - Wednesday

Two Locations To Serve You:

Cherry Rd., Reservoir; Cotton Blvd. & 181 Goldleaf Rd., Deephaven

BE WISE - MARTINIZE!

For Good Dining Pleasure

It's The

PARK

INN

GRILL

And

RESTAURANT

—Famous For Good Food—

Reasonable Rates  Card Service

Try Our Daily Special

Charlotte May, 

Red Mill

183 Goldleaf Rd.

BUSto Attend

State Meeting

Several Workshop students will be among the more than 4000 Baptist students and guests expected to attend the 41st annual South Carolina Baptist Convention in Columbia and 18th annual South Carolina Baptist Student Convention in Spartanburg today through Sunday. The workshops differ in emphasis and 18th annual summer missionary, will be among those from the various groups who will attend the conventions.

Several Baptist Church will participate in the organization's top meeting of the year, according to Charles W. Hogue, student chairman of the South Carolina Baptist Convention.

A world-renowned Baptist band, a noted theologian and a noted Sunday School leader will make your date or parents' Valentine at Town House Motel & Red Coach Inn

SPElAL RATES FOR DATES

Call 8-2816

Savvy Sound in Music Takes in SCOTT MARTIN

Wednesday at 8:00 P.M.

on

WTYC

1500 on the dial

Modest sound in Radio

TODAY A SATURDAY

SMITH'S

IT'S ALL OVER TOWN

It's being shipped at ten, every day, at every place, and in every sign. Every girl is her own beauty queen, and in every sign as she passes, she pauses. Every girl is her own beauty queen, and in every sign as she passes, she pauses.

Melville's
dresses

Hamlin House Gifts

& Snack Bar

For Good Dining Pleasure

HIGHLIE TIES

RAGS TO MATCH

Over The KNEE SOCKS

Cold weather is here on foot, and in the new shoes which are here for the young women of the world. Over the KNEE SOCKS are less cumbersome than putting on shoes. Over The KNEE SOCKS are less cumbersome than putting on shoes. Over The KNEE SOCKS are less cumbersome than putting on shoes. Over The KNEE SOCKS are less cumbersome than putting on shoes.

If you are in the market for:"Stiletto""Pumps""Heels""Dresses""Silka""Stiletto""Pumps""Heels""Dresses""Silka"

See our lovely selections.

FREE!

Register now for 65th Gift Certificate to be given Oct. 15. No Obligation, Nothing to do but register and enjoy the free gift. Register now for 65th Gift Certificate to be given Oct. 15. No Obligation, Nothing to do but register and enjoy the free gift. Register now for 65th Gift Certificate to be given Oct. 15. No Obligation, Nothing to do but register and enjoy the free gift.

OPEN FRIDAY NIGHT

The Red Door

Buzzy Shopping Center

This ad is good for a 1/8" discount on any purchase.